
 Release Notes «January 2022» 

With	the	release	from	01/12/2023	as	well	as	from	01/26/2023	enhancements	and	
improvements	in	the	following	areas	were	implemented. 

Area	 Details 

DeepAdmin 

Various	improvements:	
- new document type: warehouse-document 

Custom keyword improvments: 
- Allow hashtag # in custom keywords 
- Search for custom keywords on first and last two pages 

Domain Claiming (requires Large Subscription) 

An organization can claim one or more domains. All subsequently created accounts with email addresses belonging to this domain are 
automatically added to this organization. At Organization ® Domain Verification

 

 

 
It is possible to change the row density in the file explorer. 
 
 
Special Onboarding flow for users that use an e-mail domain of a claimed domain. 
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Various improvements: 
- Renaming of subscription plans to suit a broader customer base. 
- New DeepSign packages for SES & QES: Under Subscription ® DeepSign 

SES      

 
 
QES 

 

- YAPEAL discount applies only to DeepBox services and products. 
- Optimized display of the coupons 

 
Various improvements: 

- Optimization of the Initiator sidebar to improve usability 
- Improved error handling when display name does not match first name 
- Improved error handling when Swisscom responds to customer number with Mobile ID problem 
- Improved display for very long email addresses 
- Fixed problem where not all signature fields were displayed when an order was signed 
- Updated texts for delete emails to avoid misunderstandings 
- Optimized procedure when a user who has already signed wants to access a withdrawn file again 
- Fixed a bug where predefined signature fields were used in combination with attachments 
- Improved user flow when a user who has already signed a document wants to reopen the link from the email after retracting it 
- Fixed bug for email sensitivity issues while signing 
- Middle mouse button or Ctrl+click is now possible to open documents in a new tab from DeepSign Dashbaord 

 

Area	 Details 

DeepSign 

Subscriptions 


